According to the modulation hypothesis, arousal is the crucial factor in the emotional enhancement of memory (EEM). However, the multifactor theory of the EEM recently proposed that cognitive characteristics of emotional stimuli, e.g., relatedness and distinctiveness, also play an important role. The current study aimed to investigate the individual contribution of arousal to the neural correlates of the EEM by controlling for these additional cognitive factors. We observed the characteristic neuronal correlates of the EEM, in particular enhanced activity in the amygdala and hippocampus, which provides evidence for an arousal-driven EEM in the amygdala as proposed by the modulation hypothesis.
Emotionally arousing events are usually better remembered than neutral ones (emotional enhancement of memory [EEM] ). The modulation hypothesis of the EEM proposes that the basolateral amygdala enhances hippocampal consolidation of arousing stimuli via noradrenergic projections (Cahill and McGaugh 1998; McGaugh 2004) . Consistent with the time scale of consolidation, the EEM is observed to be more pronounced and consistent after longer retention intervals (Kleinsmith and Kaplan 1963; Sharot and Yonelinas 2008) . However, arousing items are often better remembered immediately after encoding as well, which cannot be explained by more efficient consolidation (Talmi et al. 2008) .
Therefore, it was recently proposed that the EEM is additionally driven by memory enhancing cognitive characteristics of emotional stimuli, i.e., their distinctiveness, semantic relatedness, and deployment of selective attention. As predicted by this hypothesis, the immediate EEM is substantially reduced when the relative distinctiveness of emotional stimuli in a neutral context is removed by presenting pure lists of emotional and neutral items (Schmidt and Saari 2007; Talmi et al. 2007a ). In addition, matching the semantic relatedness of the emotional and neutral stimuli by using categorized neutral items diminishes the immediate EEM (Manning and Julian 1975; Dewhurst and Parry 2000; Talmi and Moscovitch 2004; Buchanan et al. 2006; Talmi et al. 2007a ). Importantly, controlling for both factors by using pure lists of categorized items eliminates the immediate behavioral EEM (Talmi et al. 2007a ). On the other hand, a purely arousal-driven long term EEM could be observed after a 1 wk retention interval (Anderson et al. 2006) . Finally, enhanced selective attention for emotionally arousing stimuli seems to play a more complex but less substantial role that may be valence specific (Kensinger and Corkin 2004; Sharot and Phelps 2004; Kern et al. 2005; Talmi et al. 2007b) . The derived multifactorial theory of the EEM proposes that, on the one hand, emotional arousal directly modulates amygdala-driven consolidation but, on the other hand, enhances encoding mediated by the aforementioned cognitive factors (Talmi et al. 2007b) .
The neural correlates of the EEM are commonly explored by contrasting brain activity during the successful encoding of arousing versus neutral stimuli (LaBar and Cabeza 2006) . A consistent finding of positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies is enhanced amygdala activity as well as amygdala-hippocampal connectivity for the subsequently remembered arousing stimuli (Cahill et al. 1996; Canli et al. 2000; Kilpatrick and Cahill 2003; Dolcos et al. 2004b; Kensinger and Corkin 2004; Richardson et al. 2004; Schacter 2005, 2006; Dougal et al. 2007; Talmi et al. 2008) . However, the previously employed neuroimaging paradigms could not disentangle the contributions of arousal and of the cognitive factors distinctiveness and semantic relatedness to the neuronal EEM. The aim of the current study was therefore to investigate the neural basis of an exclusively arousal-driven EEM by controlling the two crucial cognitive factors, semantic relatedness, and distinctiveness and to provide further evidence for the modulation hypothesis. Based on previous findings from pharmacological and animal studies, we hypothesized that also a purely arousal-driven EEM would be mediated by the amygdala and would have its effect during encoding on hippocampal activation (McGaugh 2004) .
To eliminate the impact of cognitive factors to the EEM, we used valence pure lists of positive, negative, or neutral words that were moreover matched for their semantic relatedness within the list (Talmi et al. 2007a) . The semantic relatedness of the study material was carefully matched between valence levels because the memory enhancing effect of "semantic cohesion" is well documented not only for recall, but also for recognition (Neely and Tse 2007a) , and emotional stimuli are inherently semantically interrelated (Maratos et al. 2000; Dillon et al. 2006) . We created six lists of 18 words for each of three valence levels (resulting in 108 words for each valence level): Words belonging to different theme words (e.g., love, funeral, air) were collected and rated with respect to their relatedness by 55 subjects. The experimental lists were then sorted based on these ratings. Twelve words from each list served as study items, the remaining six as distractors. We chose negative and positive words because the neural EEM in the amygdala is primarily driven by emotional arousal rather than valence (Kensinger and Schacter 2006) . Sexual, threatening, and taboo words were not included, as it has been suggested that such stimuli might be preferentially processed (MacKay et al. 2004; Aquino and Arnell 2007) .
The whole experiment consisted of three sessions, each with an encoding and a retrieval phase, which were scanned consecutively, but separated by a short break (due to space limitations the retrieval data will not be reported). To control for the relative distinctiveness of emotional items, the words from six lists (two from each valence level) were presented during an encoding phase in a pure list design, i.e., all 12 words of the particular list were presented one after another for 3 sec each. Subjects were asked to indicate by button press whether the word was a noun or not.
The behavioral EEM in recognition is very subtle, especially after short retention intervals, and demands sensitive measurement in order to be detected. For example, arousal-dependent differences in dЈ and response bias (Danion et al. 1995; Windmann and Kutas 2001) as well as in the relative contribution of recollection and familiarity have been observed immediately after encoding (Dewhurst and Parry 2000; Ochsner 2000; Kensinger and Corkin 2003; Sharot et al. 2007; Sharot and Yonelinas 2008) . Therefore, we employed a six-point confidence scale during the retrieval phases, in which old and new items from the three valence levels were presented in randomized order. Subjects were asked to indicate their memory confidence by moving a red rectangle located at a random position to one of the six response alternatives (6 = 100% confident old, 1 = 100% confident new). After the experiment, volunteers rated all words in randomized order with respect to arousal on a seven-point Likert-scale outside of the scanner.
Seventeen right-handed female volunteers (mean age 27.4 yr) participated in the study. Only female volunteers were included because previous work has shown a sex-related hemispheric lateralization of the EEM (Cahill et al. 2001; Canli et al. 2002; Cahill et al. 2004) . Functional MRI was performed on a 3 T scanner (Siemens Trio) with a standard gradient-echo EPI T2*-sensitive sequence in 42 contiguous axial slices For the fMRI and behavioral analyses, the words were individually categorized into three arousal levels based on the postscanning arousal ratings: "non-arousing" (ratings 1-2), "slightly arousing" (ratings 3-4), and "arousing" (ratings 5-7). The naming of the categories as "slightly arousing" and "arousing" is based on informal post-experimental interviews where subjects commented that they did not experience reading the words as highly arousing. An event-related analysis was conducted for each subject on a voxel-by-voxel basis (first level analysis). To explore the EEM, a subject-specific design matrix was created containing the three encoding sessions. The data were highpass filtered at a cutoff period of 120 sec. The events were divided into the three aforementioned arousal levels, each modeled as a separate regressor by convolving a delta function at the time of onset with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Each of these onset regressors was modulated by convolution with a parametric regressor containing the subsequent individual confidence ratings (six ranks) for each word during retrieval. These three parametric regressors (one for each arousal level) thereby modeled an arousal-dependent subsequent memory effect.
The contrast images of these parametric regressors were then entered into a second level group analysis with subject as the random effect. We then looked for brain areas that encoded an arousal-dependent subsequent memory effect by applying a contrast that tested for an increase in retrieval success across the different arousal levels. The threshold for statistical significance was set to P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. Based on our a priori hypotheses, we applied a search volume in the entorhinal cortex, the hippocampus and the amygdala by employing anatomical masks derived from the statistical parametric mapping (SPM) anatomy toolbox (Amunts et al. 2005) . In addition, a subset of studies on the neuronal correlates of the EEM reported areas beyond the medial temporal lobe for encoding (Dolcos et al. 2004a; Schacter 2005, 2006; Talmi et al. 2008) . Therefore, areas observed in these studies were included in an exploratory analysis and the peak coordinates of activations as reported served as the center of reduced spherical search volumes (radius 10 mm).
Previous studies reported significant correlations between amygdala and hippocampus activity during the successful encoding of arousing but not of neutral items (Kilpatrick and Cahill 2003; Dolcos et al. 2004b; Kensinger and Corkin 2004) . This correlation was interpreted as indication of the arousal-dependent functional interaction of these areas. Therefore, we conducted an additional first level analysis to calculate this correlation in voxels of interest that were identified by the foregoing analysis of the EEM. The items in each arousal-level were subdivided in subsequently remembered (confidence ratings 1 to 3) or forgotten words (confidence ratings 4 to 6), resulting in six event-types. These events-types were modeled as separate regressors. The mean parameter estimate across the three encoding sessions for each event-type was computed for each voxel. The mean parameter estimates for the subsequently remembered words in the hippocampus and amygdala peak voxels of the foregoing EEM analysis were extracted and correlated across subjects for each arousal level.
In the following behavioral analyses, a Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for degrees of freedom was applied when appropriate to guard against violation of the sphericity assumption. An arousal ‫ן‬ valence ANOVA revealed that positive and negative words were rated more frequently as arousing then neutral words (F (1.90,30.41) = 3.73, mean square error [MSE] = 0.05, P = 0.03). The response time during encoding did not differ depending on the arousal level (F (1.7,26.6) = 0.27, MSE = 0.002, P > 0.7).
To explore a behavioral EEM, we conducted repeated measures ANOVAs across the three arousal levels using a variety of memory performance parameters as dependent variables. First, we analyzed the hit rate and accuracy (hit rate corrected by false alarm rate) and found no significant effect of arousal level (hit rate: F (1.83,29.20) = 0.42, MSE = 0.08, P > 0.6; accuracy: F (1.88,30.10) = 0.16, MSE = 0.02, P > 0.8; Fig. 1, left panel) . In addition, response bias and dЈ did not differ depending on the arousal level (response bias: F (1.98,31.76) = 0.11, MSE = 0.01, P > 0.8; dЈ: F (1.48,23.75) = 0.45, MSE = 0.03, P > 0.9). Moreover, familiarity and recollection as calculated from the individual distribution of confidence ratings did not differentially contribute to recognition depending on the arousal level (F (1.89,30.36) = 0.07, MSE = 0.01, P > 0.9; F (1.12,17.84) = 0.01, MSE = 0.84, P > 0.9; Fig. 1 , middle panel). The ROC-curves and parameters for both processes were estimated from the confidence ratings based on a widely accepted dual process model of recognition memory (Yonelinas et al. 1998 ). In conclusion, even if it is not statistically possible to accept the null hypothesis, there seems to be no behavioral indication for systematic memory differences dependent on the arousal level.
The following analyses are restricted to the group of words that were rated as arousing (arousal level 3). The aim of these analyses was to identify the characteristics of the arousing events that correlate with subsequent retrieval success. This knowledge can inform the interpretation of the neuronal EEM that is based on contrasting arousing events dependent on subsequent memory performance. Therefore, we conducted a series of repeated measures ANOVAs across the six confidence levels using dependent variables that varied across the arousing words. To begin with, there was no influence of valence or reaction time during encoding on memory confidence (valence: F (3.6,53.3) = 0.81, MSE = 0.001, P > 0.5; reaction time:
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on August 27, 2017 -Published by learnmem.cshlp.org Downloaded from F (2.9,23.4) = 1.03, MSE = 12,347, P > 0.4). Another characteristic that varied between the arousing words was their micro-context within the list, as some were preceded by an equally arousing word, whereas others were preceded by a word rated as non-or only slightly arousing. The arousing words thereby differed with respect to the slope of arousal between the preceding and the current trial, and this can be coded as 0, 1, or 2. The analysis of the relationship between the steepness of the arousal slope and memory performance revealed no significant result (ANOVA: F (3.90,58.53) = 0.16, MSE = 0.16, P > 0.3). Finally, the rating of a word as "highly arousing" can be based either on a subjective experience of arousal or on a more rationally based normative attribution of arousal, i.e., cultural norms suggesting which words should be considered as highly arousing. High "normative arousal" of a word is expressed as a high interindividual consensus. However, high "normative arousal" is not necessarily accompanied by the subjective experience of arousal, which is reflected in amygdala activity. The "normative arousal" of each word was computed as the standard deviation of the individual arousal ratings for this word across subjects (higher standard deviation corresponds to lower "normative arousal"). The lower the "normative arousal" of a word rated by an individual subject as highly arousing, the more likely this rating was based on the subjective experience of arousal. The "normative arousal" ‫ן‬ confidence ANOVA revealed that words rated more subjectively as highly arousing (higher standard deviation of ratings) were better remembered (F (3.4,54.8) = 4.75, P = 0.004; Fig. 1 ).
The analysis of the fMRI data revealed an effect of arousal on encoding activity. We found a greater subsequent memory effect for arousing words in the bilateral amygdala (xyz = ‫,33מ‬ ‫,3מ‬ ‫,12מ‬ Z = 3.47; xyz = 30, ‫,6מ‬ ‫,21מ‬ Z = 4.04), in the bilateral hippocampus and left hippocampal tail (xyz = ‫,03מ‬ ‫,81מ‬ ‫,72מ‬ Z = 5.07; xyz = ‫,42מ‬ ‫,93מ‬ 3, Z = 4.34; xyz = 30, ‫,51מ‬ ‫,72מ‬ Z = 4.06) as well as in the bilateral entorhinal cortex (xyz = ‫,42מ‬ ‫,21מ‬ ‫,33מ‬ Z = 4.54; xyz = 27, ‫,21מ‬ ‫,33מ‬ Z = 4.01; Fig. 2 ). The peak voxels of the bilateral amygdala activity are located within a cytoarchitectonic-defined MRI-mask for its basolateral nuclei (Amunts et al. 2005 ). However, a definitive assignment of the activity to the basolateral amygdala is not possible due to scanning and imaging parameters. The parameter estimates in all areas revealed that activity was equally low for non-and slightly arousing words, but significantly greater for the arousing words (Fig. 2) . The exploratory analysis based on the reported peak voxels of previous studies revealed significant arousal-dependent subsequent memory effects in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (xyz = ‫,51מ‬ 36, 39; Z = 3.87; Dolcos et al. 2004a) , in right superior frontal gyrus (xyz = 15, ‫,21מ‬ 36; Z = 3.21), and in right anterior cingulate (xyz = 12, 18, 19; Z = 3.99), in right superior parietal lobe (xyz = 12, ‫,84מ‬ 63; Z = 3.83), in left inferior/middle temporal gyrus (xyz = ‫,54מ‬ ‫,93מ‬ ‫;6מ‬ Z = 4.13; Kensinger and Schacter 2006), and in left superior temporal gyrus (xyz = ‫,33מ‬ ‫,3מ‬ ‫;51מ‬ Z = 3.76; Talmi et al. 2008) . In addition, activity differences in the right postcentral gyrus reached significance (xyz = 30, ‫,33מ‬ 63; Z = 4.99, corrected for entire brain volume). The correlation between amygdala and hippocampus activity during encoding of subsequently remembered words was significant only for the arousing words (left hemisphere r = 0.87, P < 0.0001; right hemisphere r = 0.93, P < 0.0001; Fig. 3 ). However, one outlier (the same subject in both hemispheres) may have disproportionally increased the correlation. After removal of this subject, the left hemispheric correlation showed a strong trend toward significance (r = 0.51, P = 0.056); the right hemispheric correlation was still highly significant (r = 0.82, P < 0.0005). (Yonelinas et al. 1998) to the data (mean ‫ע‬ SEM; light gray, non-arousing words; medium gray, slightly arousing words; dark gray, arousing words). (Right panel) Inter-rater consensus for the arousing words (expressed in standard deviations, STD, of post-experimental arousal ratings; higher STD corresponds to higher subjective arousal) for the six confidence levels (6 = high confidence old, 1 = high confidence new; mean ‫ע‬ SEM, dashed line represents linear trend line). Thus, in the current study, we observed the characteristic effect of arousal on memory encoding at the neural level. In particular, the subsequent memory effect was greater in the amygdala, hippocampus, and entorhinal cortex for emotionally arousing than for only slightly and non-arousing words. Moreover, a correlation in the activity between the amygdala and the hippocampus during successful encoding was only found for arousing words, suggesting an arousal-dependent interaction of both areas. This pattern of the emotional subsequent memory effect is highly consistent with previous PET and fMRI studies (Cahill et al. 1996; Canli et al. 2000; Kilpatrick and Cahill 2003; Dolcos et al. 2004a,b; Kensinger and Corkin 2004; Richardson et al. 2004; Schacter 2005, 2006; Dougal et al. 2007; Talmi et al. 2008) . The activity in the amygdala was greater in the left than in the right hemisphere, which is in agreement with previous reports of a sex-related hemispheric lateralization (Cahill et al. 2004 ). However, the various performance parametersi.e., hit rate, accuracy, dЈ, response bias, and relative contribution of recollection-did not reveal any immediate behavioral EEM, indicating the intended absence of differences in relatedness and distinctiveness. In addition, the response time during encoding was equal across the arousal levels, suggesting that arousing stimuli did not attract more selective attention (Schmidt and Saari 2007; Talmi et al. 2008) . Altogether, these data imply that the cognitive factors contributing to the EEM in the standard experimental paradigm were, at least for the most part, eliminated. This indicates that the observed neuronal EEM reflects almost exclusively arousal-dependent differences in encoding. The present data thereby provide important evidence for the modulation hypothesis, which proposes that the correlation between amygdala activity and memory encoding is driven by the arousal of stimuli that activates the amygdala. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found the strongest subsequent memory effect bilaterally in the amygdala, putatively in its basolateral nuclei, and in its hippocampal projection targets (McGaugh 2004) .
The neuronal EEM indicated that the amygdala activity during encoding correlated strongest with the memory confidence for arousing words. Our behavioral analysis of the arousing events revealed that neither the slope of arousal, nor their valence, nor the reaction time during encoding predicted memory performance. This suggests that indeed neither relative distinctiveness of some arousing words nor the differential attraction of selective attention contributed to the differences in encoding efficiency (Kensinger and Corkin 2004; Schmidt and Saari 2007; Talmi et al. 2008) . Only when we separated the arousal ratings into subjective and normative we found that experienced rather than normative arousal led to better subsequent memory performance (Fig. 1) . In other words, the more an item was momentarily perceived as arousing, the more its processing was accompanied by increased amygdala activity and the more efficiently it was encoded. This behavioral analysis thereby provides further evidence, that the neuronal EEM in the current study is indeed a reflection of differences in experienced arousal, but not of cognitive factors. In conclusion, this study, by controlling for the confounding cognitive factors, is the first fMRI evidence for a purely arousal-driven EEM in the amygdala as proposed by the modulation hypothesis. This does not, of course, imply that cognitive factors do not play a role in the etiology of the EEM under standard experimental conditions. 
